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"As we stand on the threshold of the new inilleiiiiiuni,

we nuy conjecture thnt 1 ,1.K)() years from now wo will h.wc

had our answer to this age-old question. Humanity 3,UU0

will know whether or tiot it is alone in the universe, at least

within our galaxy."

''What is more important about the coming millennium than

the dcTte of its beginning is that it provides a time for

reflection, for as to look back and see where we stand on a

grandiose scale, and to look forward to see where we may be

going, h is in that spirit 1 propose to make my remarks today."
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FOREWORD

In
1992, the Smithsonian Instinition Libraries inaugurated a series of annual

lectures on varied topics and themes, all sharing a common elejnenr of using

the rich resources found in the Libniries' Dibner Library of the History of Sci-

ence and Technoiogy. Supported by The Dibner Fund, the series has become in-

creasingly popular, vvhich prompted the Libraries to consider pubHshing them,

AJthough this booklet contains the ninth Dibner Libr.iry Lecture, it is the /Jm in

the series of published lectures, which are also generously supported byThe Dib-

ner Fund.

The ninth lecture featured Steven J, Dick, an astronomer and historian of

science at the U, S. Naval Observatory in Waslungton, D.C.To support his topic

of "Extraterrestrial Life and our WorldView at the Turn of the Millennium "Dr,

Dick used as authorities several treasures in the Dibner Library, including the

works of Galileo, Giovanni Battista Riccioli, Fontenelle, and Descartes. Fie imag-

inatively combined works of these natural philosophers with images recently

taken from the Flubble Space Telescope. His speculative discussion with its strong

historical underpinnings is bound to attract and retain the attention of as-

tronomers and biologists for generations to come.

Bern Dibner (iSyy-iySS) is the individual responsible for bringing together

the remarkable collection ot books now housed in the Dibner Library of the His-

tory of Science and Technology, the crown jewel in the circlet comprising the 22

branches of the Smithsonian Institution Libraries. An electrical engineer, book

collector, and philanthropist, Dr. Dibner donated over 8,000 volumes of rare sci-

entific and technological works from liis Burndy Library to the Smithsonian on

the occasion of the United States Bicentennial celebration in 1976. He consid-

ered it a gift to the nation responsible for liis success. Tliis splendid donation forms

the heart of the Smithsonian's tirst rare book library and contains many major

works dating froni the fifteenth to the early nineteenth centuries in engineering,

transportation, chemistry, mathematics, physics, electricjty, and astronomy.

We thank The Dibner Fund for supporting the lecture series and its publi-

cations.The Smithsonian OfEce of Imaging, Printing, and Photographic Services



prodticetf^tlie images fmm tlie remarka'bte IDibner Libraiy cotlecttons. Stafffrom

the Libraries' Special Collections Department and Publications OfRce;;;:helped

with various aspects of planning for the lecture and production of this booklet.

Wc are also graceful to Steven Dick who supplied the lecture and ptiblishable

niaiiyscript, the exceptional quality ofwhich sets a high standard for this series.

We hope you enjoy it.

For more information, see the home page of the Dibner Library of the His-

tory of Science and Technology at www.sil.si.edu/branches/dibiier and this

lecture at www.sil.sLedo/SILPublications/Dibiier-'Library-LectiJfes.

NANCY' K;-':bwiNN

Du'ector

Smithsonian Institution Libraries

October 2000
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Planetary ntfbuJa desig-

nated NGC 3IJ2 (the

"Southern Ring" Neb-

ub), representing cos-

mic evo liltion. Til eiie

nebnhe have nothing to

do vvitfi phinets, but are

huge shells of g^,s

formed after :i dying

star loses its outer layers,

leaving behind a faint

"white dwarf," seen

here at the center next

to a much brighter star

in an earlier SLige of

stellar evolution. It is

one of the closest nebu-

lae, only 2000 light

years distant. Courtesy,

Hubble Heritage Team

(AURA/STScI/NASA)

THE INVITATION TO DEUVEH THE DIBNER UliRARY

Lecture brinies back pleasiiiit ineniories of ;in

event early in niy career, while I was still a

graduate student at Indinna University. The event was

the History of Science Soeierv'^ meeting at the Biu ndy

Library in NomMlk, Connecticut in the early lyyos.* 1

distinctly recall Bern Dibner. a bundle of energy', circu-

bting during th,u meeting. And I remember the unique

combination of rare books and old <;cientiGc apparatus

that pi-ovtded such a congenial setting for this meeting.

I immediately decided that Bern Dibner was my kind

of guy, a lover ofbooks and of all things related to his-

tory of science and technology. And I'm pleased to

be here to deliver this lecture in his memory, to return

a httle ofwhat he gave me on that occasion and through

his other eonrributions.
|

Because of nw affiliation with the Naval Observa-

tory, I also wanted to point out that the Naval Obser-

* T^ic fiftiircfi jrniiversnry mccring of the History of Science

SoL'ieti,' W.1V bi'ld .it tho Burndy Library in Norwulk, Connecticut,
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vatory and the Smithsonian have intertwined histories in their early years, fn fact,

one niight argue that if it were not for the Navy, the Smithsonian might not be

here in its present form. In the 1S40S there were thoseJncJuding John Quincy

Adams, who wanted to use the Smithsonian funds for an astronomical observa-

tory. Because the Navy surreptitiously founded its own observatory in 1842, tliis

freed the Smithsonian money for use in the form that it liistoricaiJy developed,'

There are many other connections, including the event in January 1865 when

Naval Observatory Superintendent James Melville Gilliss rushed from the Ob-

servatory, then at Foggy Bottom, to the Smithsonian when the Smithsonian Build-

ing, known ^ the Castle, caught fire, As the Franklin No t Company and other

fire fighters converged on the jjT^titutioi}, GilHw arrived by horse and buggy from

the Observatory, He helped Joseph Henr^^ and others carry material from the mu-

seum. The Gre destroyed the upper floors of the main part of the Smithsonian

building.^ Less than three weeks later GiUiss collapsed and died, "from a stroke of

apoplexy," at the age of fifty-three.

The Naval Observatory-Smithsonian connection could be the subject of a

substantial lecture, but 1 have chosen another of my interests of perhaps broader

appeal; "Extraterrestrial Life and ourWorldView at theTurn of the Millennium"

XV Xto what I shall argue is a subject of fundamental importance to our time.

The first concept, the question of life beyond our home planet, has exercised hu-

man imagination, and sometimes stirred irrational fears, since the ancient Greeks,

These fears were in part responsible for the spectacle that took place almost ex-

acdy 400 years ago, on February 17, r6oo, when Giordano Bruno was summoned

from liis Inquisition prison ceU in Castel S'ant Angelo across the Tiber from the

Vatican, marched to the Campo dei Fiori, and burned at the stake in large part

for his belief in an infinite number of inhabited worlds. So anathema was the sub-

ject of other worlds that e:ven historians of science avoided it until the 19705. I

1, Steven J, Dick. "John Quincy Adam^, [he Smkhsontsn Bequcii, and the Origins of the U. S, Nav.i]

Ob^mTvitory^ jouriiatJot ihe Hiitory o/Aarotionty, 22 (February. 1991), 31-44.

2, Tlus tpisodc is described in I'attiaa Jahns, i^aHlteu' Fortiainc Mmiry &Joseph Henry: Scicttthts of the

OV// H^r (New York, Hastings House, it;6i), 249-52.

three controversial concepts that, taken together, add up



well remember when I proposed to write the history of che extra terrescrial-life

debate as a doctoral dissertation in the History of Science Department at Indi-

ana University, I was initially told there were two problems: it wasn't science, and

it had no intciJcctually signifiCrini history! To the departments credit,! was allowed

to proceed with the dissertation anyway, and thirty years, several dozen planetary

systems, and some thousands of pages of history later, both of those stumbling

blocks have been largely removed.There is no doubt now that the subject has an

intellectually significant liistory, although a few stilJ argue :ibout whether or not

it is a science,-^ One still hears the phrase that exobiolog)' is a "science without a

subject "That, m my view, is a misunderstanding of the nature of science; science

must sometimes search for its subject.

The second concept embodied in this paper, that of"world views," is in-

trinsically controversial in the sense that, by definition, individuals, nations, and

cultures differ in their political, religious, and scientific world views, sometimes

enough to come to blows. World views occur at many levels, but none is more

overarching than our cositioh<^k{tl world view, and that is what I want to address

today, I shall argue that there are two chief modern cosmological world views,

analogous to the situation almost four centuries ago when, with Bruno's fate very

much in mind, Galileo cautiously wrote hi^; Dicihiiue on theTwo Chief World Sys-

tems, And I will argue that, just as everything changed with the gradual adoption

of the Copernican theory some four centuries ago, so the proof of one of the

two world views that hangs in the balance today will change everything, indeed

has already begun to change ever^'tliing in anticipation of the outcome.

Finally, as we all know from recent discussions, the idea of'the millennium"

is also controversial, not regarding its definition as a period of [,000 years, but in

terms of when the new millennium begins in the Gregorian calendar, the civil

calendar for most of the world. I have spent too large a fraction of the last sev-

eral years, in my official capacity- as historian of the Naval Observatoiy inform-

ing the public that the logic of the Gregorian calendar dictates that the new mil-

i;. Tlic liisrorits of thf siibjecc arc Stcvtn J.
Dick, PluMliiy lifH^^brlds ^Tfie Origins of ikv Exiniicrrcjiriiit Life

Di'htJH' ftivu Dt'tnii(riiii>' !t> KttHf (CaJiibriJyf Universiry Press, lyS^); Michiitil
J. Crowe, The Extrtiicrreslriai

Life Dchitte, i?$&-igao:Tlic Idai of a iHimiity ofVVoHth fma Ktml (p Li>u>cii [Cambridge Ujiiversiry Press,

r<^86, Dover rep r int. kjijkj); Steven J. Dick, Thv Biohj(ii'fil Unitvnantf'Tuvtitiet!! Ci'iitury HMirtitemarutl Life

Di'bme iimi tim Limiis ofS^imcf (C^iiii bridge Univcrsirj' Press, u;()rt) .iiid lu; abridgement :in(.l updnrc Lffon

other H'hrUi (ryytJ). Another important crtiirriburioji K.ir! Cniibke. I'ltc List Frtwiii't: Itfingitiitig other

I'Votliiifwit ihi' Ci^pt'Tliit'ittf Ri'wIiiih'H 10 Xhykni Scieitfc i-iaion (Corni;]] University Prtrv^, tyyo).
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lennium begins on January 1,2001, Not without reason did Arthur C, Clarke en-

title his most famous novel 2001:A Space Odyssey, not 2000:A Space Odyssey.

Kot-withstanding Clarke, a combination of apathy, ignorance, and comnaerciaj in-

terests declared that the new mjUennium began January r, 2000. Although for my

present purposes the date does not actually matter, here I go on record as stating

that I and a stalwart group of seekers after truth, will celebrate the dawn of the

new millennium some seven months from now, as I hope all of you will,'*

What is more important about the coming millennium than the date of its

beginning is that it provides a time for reflection, for us to look back and see

where we stand on a grandiose scale, and to look forward to see where we may

be going- It is in that spirit 1 propose to make my remarks today.

WORLD VIEWS

Let me begin with a few comments on world views. In a sense the idea of

world views has been overstudied, if one takes a world view to be one of

Thomas Kuhn's "paradigms," a word so overused that it has lost any clarity of

meaning. Even in the specific sense that Kuhn used the word in his The Structure

of Scientific Resolutions (1962)—which I vividly remember him espousing at that

History of Science Society meeting at the Burndy Library, and which certainly

served the purpose of stirring debate—the concept of a paradigm is now hope-

lessly theory-laden with the debate over whether science progresses, the relation

of normal science to revolutionary science, the science wars, and so on.

For my purposes today I propose to return to a broader, more holistic, mean-

ing of world view, more in the sense of the German Wehanschauung, defined as

how we see the world from a variety ofperspectives, and carrying with it the im-

plication that world views have impact on our daily lives. > Each of us sees the

4. For the arguments see StepKen L Goutd, Questioning the MsSietsniiim (New York, 1997); for the his-

tory of the Gregorkn calendar see Dsvid E. Durican, Cahndsj: Hutfianity'i Epk Stmggk kf Determine nTnte

and A(ciirate Year (New York. 1998), and for the conceyc of ochcr calendArs E, G. l^chards. Mopping Thftc:

The Ctshiidsft and its History (Oxford,

J. Here I foUow W. Warreii Wagar, iM>rlfi Views:A Study in Comparaiii^e Hii(ory (The Dryden Press: Hins-

dale, Illinois, r977).>X/bgar (p. 4) points our chat the concept l^dtan^thiiuung owes much [o ihe German

philosopher and hjstorian WilhcLrn l^iirhey, one of rhe founders of inceUecuial liiscory, In Wagars words,

Dilrhey described !i Wettumrhmmng as "a conception of reality [hit solves the 'mystery' or 'riddle' of life. For

DLlthey every Welfonschauun^ is three-layered, composed of a Welibild, or "wqrld-pic[une;" an undersiand-

jng of life; and ideals of conduci.Through the IVi-ltaHSthntiung, man knows, ft;o[s,3nd wills."

4



world in a difTerent way. Our individual world views are composed of poJitica!,

religious, phlJosophucal, scientific and other components, There are also national

and cultural world views; one can speak of an American world view and a West-

ern civilization world view grounded in democriitic thinking and Christianity,

although of course there is now great diversity. It 15 an interesting question, I

think, how individuals, nation."; and cultures develop and maintain their world

views, and how they act on them.Wliy is one person liberal or conservative; one

nation democratic or tyrannical, one culture identified with this or that world

view? The sources of these world views are of course psycholoj^ical and histori-

cal, an amalgam of knowledge and experience. Still, I have never seen a good syn-

thetic study of the origin and motivation of individual and cultural world views/^

I want to claim today that cosmological world views preside at the apex of

the hierarchy of world views each of us hold, and atTect them in ways we do not

always realize. Whereas other world views are more or less arbltrar)^ cosmologi-

cal and scientific world view.s in gener;il are grounded in nature, and, I believe,

should lay claim to grounding our overall world views in reality, 1 am aware that

1 am skirting the science wars here, since some beheve that even scientific world

views are socially constructed. 1 am also skirting grand philosophical issues, since

some philosophers, especially since Kant, believe there is no reality other than

the mind. Social consti-uctionists would claim that the primary direction of in-

fluence in Figure i is upward, while ! claim it is downward. But whether one

believes scientiBc world views are primarily grounded in natme, or in society, or

in the mind, T claim they afTect our daily lives. This is my first ciaim for world

views. Because I believe that scientific world views are grounded in nature, and

that the mind can comprehend this realiry my second, and stronger, claim is that

scientific world views should inform our world views at all levels, to an even

greater extent than they already have.

Why do I say cosmological world views affect our daily lives? Let me give

one example. Speaking of millennia, a thousand years ago there were many po-

6. Wn^jir J buok corrifs closest to such 3 study, but deals only with the four "master conceptions" of

Western fuJture since the 17"'^ ctntury; rationalism, romanticism, positivism and irr^tionaUsm. In the 5<i-

t:)irif1c arena,John C. Greene, PtL'Sidrnt of the History of Science Society at about the time of the Nor-

walk meetiny, focused on the Darwinian world view in 3 Dilthean sense in his vohime of essays Sa'cwc,

Idi'i^h^Y atid yVcirtd yitrn* (University' of California Press; Berkeley, Greene was an historian of ideas,

;ind atrhoiigh in soini' circles tht history of idcns is considert^J omdated, I unabashedly profess to being

an historian of idejis, while e nib racing the pkiiviUty ot*approaches that comprises science studies today, and

that in fact enriches the history of ideas:.

5
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world views preside at

the apex of a hierarchy

of world views. They
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views a: lower levels in
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A Hierarchv of World Views
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tric woifd view as de-

picted in the late 15th
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woodcut emph:asizes the

rehition of humanity to

the cosmos. From Kart-

mann Schedel, Ubet

diwnkarum [The Nurem-

berg Chroriidci} (Nurem-

berg, 1493). Courtesy,

Dibner Library, Smith-

sonian [n^cilution Li-

braries



1 ideal and religious world views, but oiily one dojiiiiianc cosmoJogical world

view.The educated world, then centered in the Islainic civilization, held die geo-

centric system, passed down fnoni Aristode and Ptolemy, placintr the Earth at the

center of the universe. Tlie Arabs, at great ceJUers ofle^irning such asToledo,

Spain, were just beginning the translations that would pass on this Aristote]i;sn

cosinological wodd view to the Latin West, where it was the subject ofSchoLis-

tic corrmientaries, immortalized in Dantes Diinne Comcdy,^r\d deeply intertwined

with the lives of common people through its religious meaning (Figure 2).

Dante's vision is a good example of how a cosmoiogical world view, with the

heavens above and the iiiferno below, affected the daily lives of millions. It was

the very framework widiin which societj' operated, the reference frame for hu-

man life, within which everything made sense. It was the VVckamckiunnK^ of the

Middle Ages.

In an analogous way, I want to ask what is our reference fiame today, the cos-

mological world view within which we live our daily lives^ How does it mani-

fest itself in our culture and in our lives? How shouki it manifest itself in our Lives?

And what does it imply for the human future as we stand at the tlireshold of a

new millennium? I will claim that theie are two competing cosmologies, and 1

will discuss them in some detail. First I want 10 flesh out a bit more my claim

that we are now in a situation simUar to that of the seventeendi century, when

two competing world view.s held center stage, and one was ever so graduaUy win-

ning out, with consequences that arguably are still with us today. I speak, of

course, of the geocentric and the heliocentric cosmologies.

THE TWO CHIEF lyXH-CENTURY WORLD SYSTEMS:

CEOCENTRtSM VS. HELIOCENTR[SM I

By
the seventeenth century the domination of the geocentric theory was be-

ginning to weaken, as Copernicus s heliocentric cheory gradually took hold,

but not without great controversy. Thomas Kuhn and others have described its

reception in great detail, Kuhn in a book that was a precursor to his famous Struc-

tiire of Scientific RcuoludonsJ Bruno was n part of that tumultuous process, and Fig-

ure 3 shows the statue that stands at the very site where he was burned at the

7. T7jc Ct^jiCTtticdn R€i'i}ii(tii>fi: Phiti'UJty AjtronLitHy nt fhc Dt-t'elo/mictss i>J Wcsicni Thoughl (Harvard Uni-

vcrsicy Press: Cambridge, lys?)-

7



Figure 3, Statue of Bruno, erected i&Sp in the Piazza Campo del Fiori in Rome, the

site where Bruno was burned at the stake on February 17, j(5oo.

Figure 4, One of four pands at the base of Bruno's statue, this one depictitig bis burning.



stake 400 years ago, a scene depicted at the base of the statue (Figure 4). Even the

erection of the statue in 1889 resulted in a clash of two world views—the free

thinkers versus the more entrenched Christian world view.** Today the Pia^^a

Campo dei Fiori where this statue stands in Rome has become a nionument to

free thinking; adjacent to the statue, the ''Fahrenheit 451" bookstore stands, re-

ferring to Ray Bradbury's 1953 novel expounding freedom of thought.

Following in Bruno's wake^ Galileo's troubles with the Church over the two

world systems are legendary, and the subject of much scholarship in the history

of science. In his classic work on this subject, the Diah<^o . , . dei Due Mass imi Sis-

tcmi del Mondo tolemaico, e Copernicano fDidhgue on the Tlt^o Chief tVorid SystemSf

Pioianaic and CQpermcan,j6i2.\, Galileo argued through his interlocutors (Figure

5) that there was no celestial-terrestrial dichotomy, that the Earth's annual mo-

tion accounted for the apparent planetary motions, and that the phenomenon of

tides was consistent with a mobile Earth. The Moon played a particularly im-

portant part in the argument; because its surface could actuaUy be seen with the

telescope, Galileo could argue that it was in many ways Earthlike, and not the

perfect and pure body that Aristotle had imagined. If the Earth was a planet, then

the Moon and other planets should be like Eardis.^

The proofof the Copernican theory thus embodied a daring and long-term

research program that we still carry out today with all the modern means at our

disposal, just how much like the Earth were the planets? Were there inhabitants

on those other planets? And what were they thinking—about pliilosophy, about

religion, about God? Bruno died for asking such questions; GaUJeo skirted them

but still got into trouble; the ebullient Kepler forged forward with a passage that

H. G.WeDs later paraphrased at the opening of his 1898 War of the Worlds: "But

8. On the tcntrowrsy ovt^r the erection of Bruno's statue, sec Anna Foa, Gioniftno Brutsc (11 Mulwo:

Bologna, 1998), in !taJian-The statue was erected over Vatican protects by the anti-clericaS city council that

governed Rome after the forces that unified Italy dtpoied I'opc Pius IX as; ruler of the p.tpal states. A stu-

tient committee miscd the funds, andi its sculptor, Ettorc Ferrari, was a leading mason and left-wing politi-

cian. According to a news article by Peggy Pnlk/'Foiir Centuries Later,Vatican Still Condemni Giordano

Bruno's Heresy," whiJe the mayor ofRome laid a wreath at the base of the bronze statue on the 4Cto^'^ an-

niversary of Bruno's burning, the Vatican ofTered regret at Bruno's death, but no forgiveness. Uritno's rhinJc-

ing W3.S "'incompatible with Christiiin thought, " Cardinal Paul Poupard told a Jesuit-sponsored symposium

on Bruno.The article is at http://belie&ie(.(;om/story/i iSoi,html,and I am indebted 10 Victoria Erhart

for bringing ii to iny attention.

9. See CaUkocn iheWorid SysUn>s:A Ncuf AbridscdTtanshtiori and Guide, translated and edited by Mau-

rice A. Finocchiaro {University of Califorrua Prc3.^:Berkekyi 1997).The full text ofGalilcos work is given

in tDiaiogue Cona'Ttiiug fheTii>& ChiefWofid Sy^temi, StilJman Drake, trans. {Utiiversity of CaJiforn.ia: Berke-

ley, ig6z).

9
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truth; and Simphcio,

who takes the geocentric
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Dibner Library, Smith

-
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braries

who shall dwelJ in these Worlds if they be inhabited? . . .Are we or they Lords

of the World? - , - And how are ail things made for man?"'*^

Even though Galileo's arguments did not constitute final proof—^that ar-

guably did not come until the discovery of the aberration of light in the eigh-

teenth century, and the discovery of stellar parallax (a phenomenon caused by

the motion of the Earth in its orbit) in the nineteenth—there is no doubt that

the Copernican cosmology was already affecting world views in the early sev-

enteenth centuryWhat C. S- Lewis called ''the di^arded image" was a discarded

world view that was gradually being displaced from literature, and replaced with

to. A Cfitiait Bdiihn ofTin- War i^f ihf I'Vofii!^: H, C IVeih'j: Sckittific Romance, with Inmodiicrion and

Notes by OavidY-HughLH and Harry M. Goikild [Indiana University t'rtsi: Bloomington, 1593),Wdh h;id

seen the Kepler quote in Robert Burton's famous Analogy of Mdattckoly (1621).
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a new imjii^e—the sun-centered image with all of its ramifications J ' The Eng-

lish poetjohn Donjie cautioned the Copernicans that "those opinions ofyours

may very well be true , . . [f n any case, tliey are now] creeping into every man's

mind," and in 1611 he found httie except evil in the impending transition:

I

The] new Philosophy calls all in doubt,

The Element of fire is quite put out;

The Sun is lost, and th' earth, and no man's wit

Can well direet him where to look for it.

And freely men confess that this world's spent,

When in the Planets, and the Firmament

They seek so many new; then see that this

Is crumblc'd out again to his Atomies.

'Tis all in pieces, all coherence gone;

All just supply, and all Relation . .

.

Little more than a century later Alexander Pope was no longer so disEraught.The

attitude in his E^sny on Man (1734) was more curious than fearsome:

He, who through vast immensity can pierce.

See worlds on worlds compose one universe,

Obsei-ve how system into system runs.

What oEher planers circle other suns.

What varied Being peoples every star,

May tell why Heaven has made us as we are.

In the intervening century science had continued to reinforce these questions.

Only SLX years after Galileo's Dtdhi^ut, the Anglican Bishop John Wilkins wrote

his Discoveiy of a World in the Mooiie (163^^), in which the Moon was the fh-st step

in the argument that the planets were Earths, and the Earth a planet (Figure 6).

i [. C. S. Lcw/is. Vie Duciinhi imajj^eiAn liitt<}du£liim to MeAicml Riiuniianti Ufetatu/c (Cumbrirlgo

Univomty Press: C:ani bridge. 1964^-

12. Quoted in Kuhn, {noK 7 iibovf), p. iy4; froiufSlpqtl^omic/' Ignatius his Conclave;* in C&inpktf

PactT)' iriiff St'/erft'J Prcit ttfjohit i:k>niic. t'tl, John Ha\TVar(l (Bloonisbury: Nuiuxuth l*r«s, i9^y). PP-

J 65. Set' alwj Kuhifs entire trljapter rt.'ThL- As.siiuiktioii orCopL-niicm Astronomy-"

I J. AlcNiinder Pope, Essiiy pit \hiti (17314).



Figure 6, This elabora-

tion of the title page

from J oil n Wi 1 kins s Dii-

CQi^ry ofa World \n the

Moone (163S) .nppeared

as the title page to The

Mathtmaikai and Philo-

sophica! Works oj the Right

ReverendJohn WUkifts

(London, 170S). At left

Copernicus offers his

heliocentric world view,

whiie at riglit GaJileo

o/Ters his tejescope and

Kepler wishes for wings

so that he might visit the

new world.The Sun says

"I gtve light, heat, and

motion to all," Courtesy,

Dibner Library, Smith-

sonian Institution Li-

braries

And if our star had planets, why not the other stars? Bruno had already asked that

question, and Descartes made it graphic with his vortex cosmology (Figure 7).

Descartes himself was very hesitant to claim planets in these vortices, but his fol-

lowers were not. Among them was Bernard le Bovier de Fonten eile, whose En-

treiiens sur ia piuTaiiie des mondes [Conucrsations on the Plurality ofWorlds] (1686) un-

abashedly promoted a plurality of inhabited worlds, though its graphic frontispiece

{Figure S) still depicted our solar system in the center of a myriad of other solar

systems, in the midst of the French Enlightenment, this book became one of the

12



most popular of all time, and went through many editions in many languages.

The genie was out of the bottle, and has not been—could not be—put back in.

Fontenelle foreshadowed Camille Flammarion in nineteenth-century France,

Richard Proctor in nineteenth-^century Britain, and Carl Sagan in twentieth-

century America.

Still, I want to emphasize that the change in world views did not take place

over night.The Jesuit astronomer Giambattista Riccioli argued for an intermedi-

ate system in his massive Almngestum Nomm (165 1), the "New Almagest " still

playing on Ptolemy's world view a millenmum and a half before. Again, the Im-

agery is arresting, showing the discarded Ptolemaic world view (the "discarded

image" of C. S. Lewis), while the intermediate Tychonic system outweighs die

heliocentric system on the balance beam of truth (Figure 9). Moreover, although

the implications ofCopernicanism were realized, there was some comfort in the

fact that the view implied by Copernicamsm—the view of a plurality of inhab-

ited worlds—could not be proven. Extraterrestrial life lay latent in that theory, a

latency nicely represented by the image of Copernicus holding a flower (Figure

10/Cover), which we may take to represent the biological universe. Even the pos-

sibiHty of proof of a universe full of life lay centuries in the future, which brings

me to the present day, with its two chief world systems,

JJteTlifo Modem Chief World Systems .Hie Physical vs the Biological Universe

Fast forward now to the twentieth century.When we ask what are the clnef cos-

mological world views today, several images come to mind. The big bang cos-

mology is one, with its graphic story ofhow the universe has gone from a super-

dense point some 12 to 15 billion years ago, to the universe we see today widi

its myriads of galaxies. Or one could get more specific with the so-called "infla-

tionary cosmology." Or one might recall Einsteinian space-time, without center

or periphery.

14, For a rtan^lscion and conin^eiitary on Fontenelle 's EntifUienSf see Coniftnaihns on the Piumisty of

WoHdi, tr^ns. H,A- Hargreaves (Univemty ofCaJifornia Press; Berkeley, 1998). Fontenelle 's Enrretriens had

gone through 33 Freoch printings by his death in 1757. CaniiUe Flaniniarions La plitmlitc di£ moinies hiibites

{Paris, iRAz) went through j j editions by 18S0, and rrany transbiioni (rhough curioiiily. non* in EngUsh).

In Ellgland Richard Pruc tor's, Othtr Wofid^ thsn Oun (London, i S70) ako saw many editions. Carl Sagnn

first dine to public attention with I. S. Shklovskii and C. Sag;an, Inielii^Cttf Life in the Uniyersi: (Holden-Day,

1966). S^^gan's Cnitw (i9iJo). centered on extraierrestriaJ life, went through numerous edition!! and the ex-

tremely popular celt*vision serl«.

13



Pars T e r t r

tm-"'.-->'';.-^"'*" ....

vonex

-iits -Mfkicipia phibsophiaf

(1644). Ar^e'^gjeittftet^f

each -vfe^teje ii^^r,.

which OfiseSiet««S^

nized as snns. But he

did not go so far as Co

speoiy actujij planets,

Courtesy. Dibner Li-

br.in)/, Sniithsonian Insti-

tution Libraries

Bttt as im^tlrif^nfNs th«Se theories are, I propib^hat once again todjiy th'^

are f;wo, and only two, ''chief world sysUims," m. the sense of overarching cos-

moiogi.es that aiBfect, or .should affect, our vvorid views at a lower level of the hi-

erSrch^4ii«^,k^&0h%5^J^Ggla3^d^^^^ Itjs^thj^SjB two world vi^^-,

i^^tittiry, ahtli perhips fer mosr 9?"%^ new rmHenjiium.These'H^wti mtituaily ex-

{fli'isive world views, stenmiing from the concept of cosniic evolution, are as fol-

lows.; that cosmic evolution commonly end.s m planets, stars, an4 galaxies, or that

v^W'^^ foe proven Boiti a sampk of one.
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Figure 8, FrotKispiece

from Fontcticile's Enm-

tricm sur la piumlite des

mondei {Paris, 1766). A
similar graphic adorned

the frontispiece of most

editions since the first

edition of 1686.

FoiiteneUe was a Carte-

sian, but has now clearly

placed planets around

the odicr stars. Note our

solar system is still cen-

trai. Courtesy, Dibner

Library, Smithsonian In-

stitution Libraries

I

These two world systems, which I shall call the physical universe and the bi-

ological univer5;e, result in vastly different implications for science, for society, and

for human destiny \ say they are niutiialiy exclusive because the emphasis is on

the endpoim of cosmic evolution. Either that endpoint is lifeless matter and for-

ever in the realm of physics, or it is living organisms and in the very different

realm of biology; the separation of the quick from the dead is sharply drawn, and

has been since the origin of life. Of course the biological universe still has the

physical universe as its substratum, and life evolves from the physical universe.

But the C^vo outcomes of cosmic evolution dre so different that in my opinion

they must be given the status of different world views. Over the last century and

more they have been the subject of a battle that has gradually gained force with

advances in science, and that is culminating now in our time. Let me describe in

outline how we came to these world views^ where the debate stands now, and

what is at stake.



Figure ^. Frontispiece

fro 171 Giovanni BtJttiita

Riaioh,Almcig£siiim

noi^nnj (BoJogna, 1651).

Urania holds the scale,

on which the compro-

mise Tychonic system

outweighs the Coperni-

can heliocentric system.

The geocentric system is

clearly discarded at bot-

tom right, At left is the

hundred-cyedArgus.ob-

sei'ving the Sun with a

telescope held to an eye

on his knee. At top are

displayed recent discov-

eries, including the ap-

pendages of Satiirn (stiU

uninterpreted as rings),

the lour moons ol a

banded Jupiter, and the

crescent phases of Mer-

cury and Venus, At top is

the Hebrew wordYah-

Veh. Courtesy Dibner

IJbrary, Smithsonian In-

stitution Libraries

The Physical Universe: Astronomy's Three Kingdoms

Almost all history of astronomy, from Stonchcnge througli much of the twenti-

eth century, has been a history of our attempts to understand the physical uni-

verse. Babylonian and Greek models of planetary motion, medieval comjiientaties

on Aristotle and Plato, the astomshing advances of Galileo, Kepler, Newton and

their comrades in the Scientific Revolution, thermodynamics, the physics of stel-

lar energy and stellar evolution—all these and more address the physical universe.

And what an am;izing universe it is! The physical world has been the subject

of astronomy for millennia, and our understanding of it has undergone radical

change over the last century. Consider first of all size.A century ago A. R. Wal-
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lace, co-founder with Darwin oftlie theory of natural selection, wrote a volume

entitled Man's Place fVr the Ufuvayc (1903) in which he could argue that the uni-

verse was only j,6oo light years in diameter (Figure r t).We now know that it is

about 12 billion bght years in extent, and full of galaxies, as graphically captured

by the Hubble Space lelescope (Figure 12), That means that the hght from the

most distant galaxies and quasars left there 12 billion years ago, long before the

Earth was formed, and traveling at 186,000 miles per second has only just arrived

at our telescopes.The light from the Sun takes a little over 8 uTinutes to reach us;

4.5 years from the nearest star; our own Milky Way Galaxy is 100,000 light years

across; and those galaxies vvithin a few million light years are in the "Local

Group "A telescope is really a time machine; the further away you look, the fur-

ther back in time you go. In this sense, astronomy is really the archaeology of the

universe, as we peel away the layers of time. And thanks to Einstein, we know

that the universe has no center, but is a space-tijine continuum.

The objects that fill this vast expanse are no less amazing, and so secondly I

ask you to consider content. In taking an inventory of the contents of our uni-

verse, and attempting a taxonomy as Linnaeus did for biology beginning in the

eighteenth century, one finds that astronomy has three great kingdoms: the king-

dom of the planets, the kingdom of the stars, and the kingdom of the galaxies

(Figure 13). UntU five years ago all our knowledge of the kingdom of the plan-

ets was derived from our own solar system . From this experience we discovered

the rocky Harth-bke planets, the gas giants, and die ice giants; one representative

from this kingdom is seen in Figure [4. A variety of subplanetary objects also

came into the purview of human experience: first the sometimes spectacular

comets (Figure 15) and meteors, and then the asteroids, which spacecraft are just

now exploring in detail. With his discovery of four Jovian satellites, Galileo dis-

covered the first circumplanetary objects beyond our own Moon. Interplanetary

matter such as dust and gas was also inferred to exist from phenomena such as

the zodiacal light. Systems of objects were also found, not just of asteroids and

meteors, but the cometary sources known as the Oort Cloud and the Kuiper

belt. Now the kingdom of the planets is being generalized. Now we know some

three dozen extrasolar planets, and we are beginning to see clouds of material

around other stars. Our taxonomy of the kingdom of the planets is becoming

more robust; though there is as yet no widely accepted classification system of

planets, this will come with more discoveries of extrasolar planecs.

Ironically, our knowledge of the kingdom of the stars was acquired much

cadicr than the planets because the stars are bright enough to be seen from Vijst
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Figure 12. HubbJe

Deep Field South, A ten-

day observarion cnrried

out in October 199S by

a team of .istronoiTiers at

Goddai'd Sp.ice Flight

t'enter and the Space

Telescope Science Insti-

tute.The extremely nar-

row Geld view samples a

12 billion Ugh t year cor-

ridor ofsplice-Virtually

every image is a galaxy.

Courtesy, R. Williams

(STScI). the Hubble

Deep rieJd-SouthTeani,

and NASA



Figure 11. OPPOSITE

The anthropocentnc

liiifigL' oi the universe

according to /Vlfred Rus-

sc! Wallace^ Mim'^ Place

in the Unh'eni':A Study of

the RciutLs ofSdetttiftc Re-

search in Rcblion to the

Unity or PUimlity of

WorUh {LoiKion, \()0}).

Shown at left is the

Milky Way stellar sys-

tem, 3600 light years in

diameter, with the Sun

(a tiny black dot almost

invisible here) near the

center. At ri^ht, a sec-

tion of the same figure.

From the author's anno-

tated page proofs. Cour-

tesy, Dibner Library,

Smithsonian Institution

Libraries

Planets

Astronomy's Three Kfngdoms

Figure 13. Astrononiy's Three Kingdoms—chebasisforan

astrononiical taxonomy.

Figure 14. Mars—^ rocky represencative of the kingdom

of the planets, Hubble Space Telescope image. Courtesy,

Philip James (University ofToledo), Steven Lee (Univer-

siry of Colorado, Boulder), and NASA



Figure IS, Comets, dirty snowballs chat are wandering members of the kingdom of

the planets, and occasionally put on a dazzling display viewed from Earth. Seen here is

comet West, Photo by Dennis and Betty MiJon, March 7, 1976,



Figure i6. Tbe king-

dom of the stars: the

great vrariety of sizes,

colors and compositions

has given rise to dabo-

ratc classification

schemes over the past

century. Courtesy. U. S,

Naval Observatory

distances (Figure t6). Since their Sun-like character was realised in the seven-

teenth century, stars have been categorized in a variety of ways, most famously

by their spectroscopic fingerprints, resulting in the spectral classification O, B, A,

F, G, M, R, N, remembered by generations of school kids by the mnemonic

''O be a fine girl [or guy] kiss me right now!" (when an S category was added,

the word**Smack!" was added) Stars come in a great variety of sizes, colors and

compositions, giving this kingdom a diversity the planets do not possess. There

is great variety among the hydrogen-burning ''main sequence" stisrs, but even

greater variety once stars leave the main sequence and burn elements of higher

atomic weight. Like the planets, the kiiigdooi of the stars includes substellar and

circunistellar objects, and interstellar matter, the latter ranging from dust to Gi-

ant Molecular Clouds such as the Orion Nebula and the Eagle Nebula (Figure

1 7)- Stars also tend to congregate in systems, ranging from double stars to glob-

ular clusters with 100,000 stars or more (Figure 18).

rj, On the gen era I history of star cU^sificntion see
J. B, Hearnshaw. nieAiuitysis of Sinriigi-it: One Hun-

dred Fifty Yeafs 0/Astronoitilcal Spectroscopy (Cambridge Univcrsir}' Press: Cambridge, 1986), and C.Jaschck

arid M. Jasdiek, Tiffc Chf!:ificd{hii of Stiin (Cambridge Univeriiry Prcis; Cambridge. 1987), 31-47. On its

early history see niso David DeVorkin,"Communitj' and Spectral CLissidcation in Aimophyiics:The Ac-

ceptance of C. Pickering's System in 1910." Uis, 72(198 1), 29-49. ^nd K. H. Curti!i^,"Clas!;i(jotiort and

Description of Stellar Spectral HtUfdlntrh ttcr A.<trophytiii, Das Sternsystem, ErsterTeil (Jiihus Springer:

Derlin, i-io)^ (in English |. For modern scar classilicanon, in -iddition to Hearn skaw and Jaschek and

Jaicliek. setJames Kalcr. Stars MdTticir Sprart}:A>i titiroiinfliou to t^n- Sptamt Sequence (Cambridge Univer-

sity Press: New York, 1989),
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Figure 17. The Eagle Nebula, representing one class of interstellar objects in the king-

dom of the stars.The object, 7000 bght years distant, consists of cool hydrogen gas and

dust, out of which new stars form/I'he talJest piUar is about one light year from top to

bottom. Hubble Space Telescope image. Courtesy,Jeff Hester and Paul Scowen (Ari-

zona State University), and NASA,



Figure iS, Globubr

duster—an example of a

stellar svsceni. These an-

dent swarms found on

the outskjm of galaxies,

niduding our own

Milky Way galaxy, may

contain 100,000 stars.

This one is in the An-

dromeda Galaxy. Hub-

ble Space Telescope,

Courtesy, Michael Rich,

Keiinetli Mighell, and

James D, Neill (CColum-

bia University)^ and

Wendy Freed niaji

(Carnegie Obser\'ato-

ries), and NASA

Figure 19. A representative of the kingdom of galaxies—a spiral galaxy known as M 51

and its i;ompanion galaxy. Courtesy, National Optical Astronomy Observatories



The kingdom of the galaxies encompasses the largest known objects in the

universe, some 100,000 light years or more in diameter (Figure 19). Galaxies were

the last of astronomy's three kingdoms to be discovered; while Charles Messier

had catalogued some of them in his famous eighteenth-century work, not until

the 1920s was their true nature confirmed. Like stars, galaxies come in a variety

of shapes and sizes, ranging from elliptical to spiral and irregular (Figure 20).They

differ also in their energy output, with "active galaxies" such as Seyferts, blazers

and quasars putting out enormous quantities of radiation in the gamma-ray, X-

ray, radio, and infrared spectrum. Like the kingdom of the planets and the king-

dom of the stars, the kingdom of the galaxies is also characterized by subgalactic

and circumgalactic objects, and intergalactic matter. And like planets and stars^

galaxies tend to congregate, in this case in clusters and superclusters,^*^ '

So aside from its vast extent, there is no doubt that fiom the point of view

of content the physical universe as we now know it is an amazing place.As in hi-

ology, the taxonomy of astronomy s three kingdoms could be elabomted in ever

finer detail, the outcomes regulated by the inexorable laws of physics everywhere

we have been able to observe. Figure 21 shows only the top level of this detail,

what one might term the four "Families" of astronomy's three kingdoms, char-

acterized by the prefixes "sub,""circum,'' and "inter" and the tendency to gather

into groups, as indicated by the designation "systems." Each Family could be fur-

ther divided into classes, types, species, and so on. If one takes the formation of

the three kingdoms into account, a fifth Family could be added to each king-

dom, designated as protoplanetary, protostellar, and protogalactic.
|

But this is not all.The universe is also dynamic and evolving. And so we must

also consider cosmic evolution. Thanks to the v/ork of Edwin Hubble and his

successors, we now know the universe is not static, but expanding, the galaxies

moving away &om each other at speeds proportional to their distances.We know

that the contents of the universe are constandy evolving, and in fact the objects

of astronomy's three kingdoms bear relation to one another by virtue of their

cosjnic evolution. Like people, planets, stars, and galaxies are born. Like people,

i6. On galaxy classification sec AJJan Siinda^c, T!fie Htthbis Adaf of Galaxies (Cnrnegie tn^titvition of

Washington; Was Kjiigcon, ) 961). and Sidney van don Bergh, Calnxy Morphotagy md Classijication (Cam-

bridge Uruversicy Press; Cambridge, lyyS). On the early history ofgabxy cbsstfuiation st'c A, Sand.igCj

"Classifjcacion and SteUar Content tjf Galaxies Obtained from Direct i^h orography," in Gitiaxics an4 ihe

Vfiiferse, eds. A- Sandage, M. Sandage and
J.

Kristien (Univerfiity of Chicago Press: Chicago. 15)75)-

A

cent more popular view is given in Gregoi"^' D. Bothun, "Beyond che Hubble Sequence'' Sky tittd Telescope,

99 (May 200D), 36-4.3.
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Figure 20, A giillery of

spiral galaxies, estimated

to be 5 to 7 billion light

years distant. Courtesy,

Richard Griffiths (Johns

Hopkins University)^

The Medium Deep Sur-

vey Team, and NASA

thtfy live out their lives, sometimes in stnble fashion, sometimes blowing up. And

like people, planets, stars, and galaxies die, sometimes spectacnlar deaths.The three

evolutionary endpoints ofstars depend on their masses. In 5 billion years our own

Sun will expand to a red giant phase, go through a planetary nebula phase, and

become a white dwarf. More massive stars explode as super novae, spewing out

heavy elements out of which future generations of stars—^and life—will develop.

They then collapse into pulsars, objects some ten miles in diameter and now

known to be neutron stars, so compressed that their atoms arc stripped of every-

thing but their neutrons, and so spun up that some of them rotate hundreds of

times per second. The most massive stars outdo even the neutron stars in their

death, for they end in black holes (and Hollywood movies), those fabled objects

from which dierc is no return.

Thus, as indicated in Figure 22, astronomy's three kingdoms are not static,

but an ever evolving scheme rooted in the Big Bang. Such a simple diagram har-

bors profound questions.Which of die three kingdoms formed 6rst: planets, stars,

or galaxies? Despite the recent discovery of"free-floating" planets unconnected

to ajiy star, current theories ofstar and planet formation indicate that planets form

^5
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HgimM. *I^^kte9Ee¥i ferm of astrnxiotniEy^ ^bee kiiiieticHm ^ows the four K »im-

Ues ofofegecK ite?it ^compose mick }^fi^mn.Oi&ptit i»de of iiiejj*e repssetntiiig t ach

Idnj^om the FamiJies a« pcefixed by *'siib","dEcum" and '*int«r" and "sysremsri he

major types ofplanets, stars, and gpkicles ai« indioited on the opposite $ide of eaci i

kjngdom Jine.
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Planets

Gil i^xii^.s

Figure 22. Evolutionary

diagram of astronomy's

three kingdoms. Planets

are offshoots of the stel-

lar kingdom, while it is

still uncertain if itars or

galaxies originated first.

The length of the Big

Bang "trunk" is between

several hundred miDion

to a billion years.

Evolutionary Form
of

Astronomy's Three Kingdoms

after stars and around them, even if in some cases they may later be ejected from

their star system. Thus, the pianets are indicated as an offshoot of stars in the di-

agram, though if the mr and galaxy evolutionary lines represent 12-15 billion

years of time^ the planet line should probably originate veiy close to the top of

the "trunk."Whether stars originated first and collected into galaxies^or galaxies

originated first and condensed into stars, is still a subject of active research. And

how long is the "trunk" of astronomy's evolutionary tree? Current estimates are

that several hundred million to a billion years elapsed after the Big Bang before

stars, galaxies, or planets formed.The evolutionary relationship of the three king-

doms and their Fanailies are the object of much research, but planetary nebulae

(Frontispiece, Figure 23) and supertiovac (Figure 24) are symbolic of die fact that

cosmic evolution occurs.''''

Finally, it is possible that in addition to astronomy's three related and evolv-

ing kingdoms there is a fourth great kingdom, that in addition to planets, stars,

and galaxies^—lurks the kingdom of universes, or the "multiverse" as Sir Martin

Rees and Lee Smolin have recently put it.''* Their contention is that there may

be more than one universe, where "universe" is defined as everything we have

seen, or can see. (This is a remarkable revival of the Greek concept of a plurality

r7. On cosmic evolution see Arniand Delserrsnic. Owf dimk Oti^itts: Ftcm the Big Bung tc ihe Emer-

gence ofUfe and Iitul\igeni£ (Cariibridg^ Universiry Press; Cambridge, lyyS).

iS. Lcc Sniolin, The Ufc if the Ca^nics (Ojfibrd Umvcrtiry PnKS, Oxlbrd, 1997); Marrin flees. Before

the BfjJHinV^j;: Our Utiitfme and Others (Addison^Wesley: Reading, Mass., J 997).
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Figure 2if. Supernova 19S7A, located in the Large Magellanic Cloud about j 69,000

light years distant. Supernova also represent cosmic evolution, because these explosions

of massive dying stars spew heavy elements into space, the raw materials of life. Cour-

tesy, Christopher Burrows (European SpaceAg;ency and Space Telescope Science Insti-

tute), and NASA
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ofkosmoi, isolated ordered systems that originated the Greek plurality of worlds

tradition.) Such a claim has emerged over the iast few years after pondering the

fact that our universe seems to be finely tuned for life. If the gravit.ntional con-

stant vi^ere different by an extremely small amount, there v^^^ovild be no stars to

warm any planets, and more to the point, no planets at aii. If the vakie for the

strong nuclear force were different, there could be no atoms,There are many pa-

rameters of this type. The fact that the universe seems to be fine tuned for life

(which is not equivalent to saying that life is prevalent) has been given the ele-

gant misnomer oP'anthropic principle." It is a misnomer because it is relevant to

the existence of life (not just humanity) in the universe, and therefore is not an-

thropic. But how does one explain this fine tuning of the physical constants? Why

should the physical constants of the universe be fine tuned for life? One answer

is that we would not be here to ask the question if they were not fine tuned. An-

other answer is that God did it. But a third answer-—more in the reahn of sci-

ence—is that perhaps our universe is only one of many, some ofwhich have phys-

ical constants attuned for life, and others that do not. Lucky for us, we happen to

live in a universe fine tuned for life, and dius can ask "Why?"

The Biological Uuiwersc

All of this brings me now to the second chief world view today: the biological

universe. Magnihcent as the physical universe is, we are drawn to ask, "is that all

there is?" Or does cosmic evolution frequently, abnost as a matter of course, end

in life, mind, and intelligence as it did on Earth? In short, is the universe in its

essence—perhaps via the anthropic principle—a biological universe? And if so,

are there universal laws of biology yet to be discovered? Here we enter the realm

of bioastronomy (as the astronomers hke to call it), exobiology (as many biolo-

gists refer to it), or astrobiology, the programmatic name for the discipline for

which the National Aetonautics and Space Administration (NASA) Ames Re-

search Center has now taken die lead.^*^

Tp- Set Manin Rces,Jnjf Six Numbers:Tiit: Ducp Pokes that Shape the. Univerfe (Basic Books: New York,

20ao);John Leslie, Utrnvnes (RoLidedge: London and New York, for the philoiophjcai argumtnts;

Steven Dick, 'Die Biologk&l ilniifene (note 3 above). 527-5 jl<5 for Hxc hjscory of iht argument.

20. The term "exobiology" was coined in Joshua Ledfrberg,"ExpenmeiitaJ Approaches Eo Life Beyond

the EartIC Sdcttce, (i9<5o), 393. "Bioastronomy" originated with the beginiung of Commission i \ of

the International Astronomical Union in i9BijMthoiigh "astrobiolog)'" was used sporadically in ilie 1950s,

the ttrm was Erst used in 1996 for the program centered at NASA Ames. NASA issued the Aurffbiotogy

Roiidinap in i^^ij.
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The very existence of a biological universe is much more difficult to deter^

mine than the details of the physic^ii universe, because we cannot yet observe ex-

traterrestrial biology or its effects.We can send Viking landers to Mars, we can

listen patiently for artificial radio signals from putative extraterrestrinl intelligence,

we can perform suggestive experiments on the origin of life, or analyze the oc-

casional Mars rock on Earth, and recendy we have coniirmed some three dozen

planets around other stars, But in a cosmological sense the biological universe is

not nearly as amenable to direct probing as is the physical universe.The realm of

biology is also immensely more complex than astronomy; a humble insect is more

complex than a star, and animal behavior, human psychology, and social behav-

ior are much more so, to the extent that we might despair of ever understanding

them at all.

Nevertheless, we can tackle die problem of the biological universe in the

same way as die physiciil universe by discussing its extent, its content, and its evo-

lution. Its extent as confirmed by science is summed up in one word: "terres-

trial." 1 need hardly say that even the tiniest microbe has not been found beyond

the Earth, notwithstanding claims of Martian fossils. A blade of grass found on

Mars would be the greatest discovery in the history of science, and great pains

are being taken with hazard protocols for the Mars sample return mission, not

onJy because of concerns for contamination of Earth, but also for contamination

of Mars, a possibly irretrievable blunder in either case. So the extent of the proven

biological universe is at present limited to one planet in the universe: Earth.

This is not for lack of trying.The histoiy of ideas about the possible biolog-

ical universe is now well known, stretching from the ancient Greeks, through

Galileo and Kepler, Descartes and Newton, to the present. It is a fascinating

history because it tells us about the limits of science when addressing a problem

of compelling human interest, it telJs us about the cultures of science, it is a re-

markable example of a developing scientific discipline, or "protoscience," and it

holds great cultural significance. But it tells us nothing about whether or not the

biological universe exists. '

Perhaps life on Earth is the entire extent of life m the universe. If this is the

case, the biological universe would be disproven, we would remain in a signifi-

cant biological and moral sense the center of the universe, and the Copernican

revolution would have had its boundaries defined. But we must address the ques-

2,1, For this history set works ctred in iiott 3.
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tion of the extent of the biological universe by asking what is the evidence for

life beyond the Earth? Here 1 wish to make a large distinction that has not been

made often enough in discussions of extraterrestrial life: a weak version of the

biological universe ajid a strong version. The weak version is that hii^forms oj life

are common throughout the universe, in forms analogous to bacteria or archaea

on Eardi.The strong form is that intflUgemc is common throughout the universe.

The NASA astrobiology program today assumes only the weak version, but all

SET! (Search for Extraterrestri;*l Intelligence) programs assume the strong ver-

sion.The strong version would be considerably more interesting, but perhaps not

as hkely. So we have now refined our question: what is the evidence for the weak

version and for the <;trong version of the biological univene?

Here are five empirical arguments often given in the licer;iture, listed in or-

der of those I consider strongest:-^

1. T/jf argumentfrom the origin of life on Earth, The historical record of the

origin of life on Earth indicates that microbial life originates fairly easily, or

at legist fairly quickly.The Earth is some 4.5 billion years old, and already sonie

3.8 billion years ago low forms of life existed, immediately after the heavy

bombardnient of asteroidal bodies ceased impacting the Earth. But certainly

a relevant fact is that microbial I life dominated the Earth for 3 biEion years .

Complex life is only about 600 million years old, especially with the Cam-

brian explosion of body types. And intelligent life, by almost any definition

beyond mere consciousness, is less than 1 million yeairs old, with the rise of

the genus homo. So this argument favors the weak biological universe—one

full of microbes.

2. The diKovery of life on Earth (hyimng under extreme conditions, known as

"cxtrenwphiles,"Thh discovery indicates that microbial life can hve in a much

wider range of extraterrestrial environments than previously believed. It greatly

expands the idea of an "ecosphere'' or "habitable zone"This argument again

favors only the weak biological universe.

3. The history of Mars md the current state of thefovim moon. Europa, Spacecraft

observations of Mars clearly indicate the existence of past charmels with

ZZ, For recent daborarions of tli^sf Lircfimit'iiEs see, for exAnipIc, Bruif jAkosk\*, T\ie Search fifr Life on

Other PidtH'H (Caiiibridi;t: Uiii^trsicy Press; Cambridge, 1993); David Kocmer snd Simon LeVay. Here He

Dni^Liiis:Tfte Si-ic)itijtc Qui\it fit li\:tTnfi'm'siriiif Life (Oxford Univcnity Prew: 0.\ford, zooo); Serh Shostak,

Sluiriiij^ ihe UnivCfiCi Petipcaiwi on BxittiturTeimiil Ufc (Iki keley Hills Books: Derkeky, lyyfi).
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flowing water.The famous claim in 1996 of possible fossils in Martian meteorite

ALH 84001, while unproven, points to the possibiliry of fossil hfe on Mars.

The consensus that Europa is a body covered with water ice, and that it likely

contains oceans under this ice, shows that conditions favorable for life may still

exisc in our solar system beyond Earth. The evidence that the conditions for

life existed on Mars in the past, and may exist on Europa at present, lends cre-

dence again to at least a weak biological universe.
^

4. The existence oj complex organic molecules in interstellar molecules, meteorites, and

comets. Though a long way from hfe, this observation favors a weak biological

universe in the sense that the precursors for life are plentiful in the universe,

5. The philosophical argument, sometimes referred to as the "principle oj mediocrity/'

whereby the Copernican principle dictates the Earth should not be regarded as unique.

This has been proven for the physical universe in terms of our non-central lo-

cation, and the existence of other planetary systems. But it is the very thing we

are trying to prove under the name of the biological universe, and so cannot

be assumed. This argument is only weakly empiricaJ in the sense that we have

observed the Copernican principle works for the physical universe, and that

the universe provides a vast scope for possible life. But it is the driving force for

many scientisLs and the public, and it is one of the few arguments that bears on

the strong biological universe—that extraterrestrial intelligence should exist.

I

These arguments leave the extent of the biological universe very much an open

question. And if its extent is problematic, the possible content of the biological uni-

verse must be even more speculative. Our confirmed knowledge of that content

must begin with what we know of terrestrial life. One of the most astonishing

properties of life on Earth is its diversity; Harvard naturalist E. Wilson and his

colleagues estimate the number o^knoim species of plants, animals and microor-

gamsnis on Earth at 1,4 million. They also estimate this is less than one tenth of

those actually living on Earth, so there may be 15 million species of terrestrial

life.^^ Similarly, diversity is likely to be a property of any extraterrestrial life.

What we know of this life on Earth is best summarized by biological tax-

onomies devised over the last three centuries. Until recently systematists divided

all life on Earth into five kingdoms, but following the work of Carl Woese, Nor-

man Pace, and others on evolutionary relationships as established by gene se-

2j. £. O.Wiison, The Diversity of Life (Norton: New York, 1992). 132-133.
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quencing, most microbiologists (if not most zoologists) now divide life on Earth

into three kingdoms, or "domains:" archaea, bacteria, and eukaryotes, the latter

incorporating the animals, plants, and fungi of the previous "five kingdoms" sys-

tem.^-*The evolutionary diagram of biology's three kingdoms, shown in Figure

25, is sometimes called "the universaJ tree of life." In our present context, it is well

to remember that it may be no such thing; it Is more prudendy called "the ter-

restrial tree of life."

Our understanding of the terrestrial tree of life, and the very existence of

three kingdoms, took centuries of observations to develop. Even Aristotle could

catalog the incredible variety of life visible to the naked eye, the macroscopic life

now classified as the eukaryote kingdom. In a parallel to Galileo opening a new

world for astronomy with the telescope in 16 to, the English scientist Robert

Hooke and the Dutch scientist Antoni van Leeuwenhoek opened biology's sec-

ond kingdom, the microscopic world of bacteria, some fifty-sixty years later.^5

But otiiy in the lace twentieth century has life been discovered in extreme envi-

ronments, reveahng an endre new kingdom of life.The so-called "extreniophiles"

were first found in hot springs in the 1970s, and are now known to exist at tem-

peratures exceeding the boiling point of water (thermophiles), at pressures of

more than a thousand atmospheres (barophilcs), and at conditions of extreme

saltiness (halophiles) and acidity (acidophiles). One hardy microbe reported in

the journal Sciefuce a few weeks ago exists in the depths of an abandoned copper

mine at a pH near zero, some of the most acidic waters on Earth.These are the

archaea, and because of their primitive and hardy nature, many biologists believe

they are related to die origin of life.
^''^

*4.Tht kingdom sysleni is dt;stTibt:d in Lynn M,lT^iilis And KarkiieV. Schwartz, FjVf Kiugdaifis'

An tJltisttafed Cuidc to ihc Phyltt cj Ujt %sn Barth (Fretman: New York, 2iid i-'dition. 19S8). On the newer

dvfte kingdom iysreni, based on evolution.try relationships csublished by gtne sequencing [specifitaUy

the r(5S fibosonw! RNA molecuic). see C. R. Wocse, O. Kandltr and M. L.Whe elis, "Towards a NiituraJ

System of Qr{*anjsn:s: Proposals for the Domains Archaea, Bacteria and Eucarya," Proceedings 0/ the Na-

tioiia! Acadcnrf tifSfienici USA. ^4?, 457^-4^79

25. On the openin|j; of the microscopic world of life see ClifTcrid Dcbell, Aniony Van Leeiiwenhoek

and his "Lictk Animals" (New York: Russell & Ku-iseU, ic;i58),coni^iriing most of Leeuwenboek's primary

reports with modern commentary. Thtr most thorough history of mifrobioloij^' in j^enerai is stvJI Wdliam

Bulloch 'j The HiVfu/y i)f Bacuhtflogy (London; Oxford U. Press, iOjS). Sec also William Summers, "Hjs-

lory of Microbiology," in Joshua Ledcrbcrg, et al.,cds.. Encyclopedia ef Microbiohgy, 2'^'^' ed.{NewYork;Aca-

demic I'ress, 30Od).

26. For a review of the limits of life secJohn Postgarc, TTk.- Ouf^r Uttn'tf of Life (Cambridge: Cambridge

Univeniiry Press, [yi>4). On the discovery of extrcmophiles liee K. Koki Horikoshj and W, D, Grant, eds.,

Exircmophiies: Microbial U/t: in Extreme EnvifonnKnti (Wiley-Liss: New York, iQy^i). The acidophile Forro-

pbsnu acidarmarjui is reported in Katrma
J.
Edwards, et al., "An Archaea] Iron-Oxi dicing Extreme Aci-
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Figure 2$, The terrestrial tree of life, with biology's three kingdorns, or "domains";

bacteria, eucarya,and archaea,The relationships aie established by gene sequencing, and

the principal taxononiic categories arc shown as branches.

While there is great diversity in terrestrial biology's three kingdotns, it is very

unlikely that the content of the biological universe \% similar to hfe on Earth, for

the extension of Darwinian natural selection to other planets dictates that any hfe

will depend on its environment. This brings us to the tliJrd problem of the bio-

logical uruverse (after its extent iind content): its evoluiion. Whether or not mi-

crobial hfe evolves to more complex life, including intelligence, immediately rai,ses

a variety of deep philosophical pvoblenxs, including the role of chance and neces-

sity' in the evolution of life. This problem, already present in the origin of life, is

immensely magnified in the realm of complex and intelligent hfe. We simply do

not know what is contingent and what is necessary in the evolution of life, what

are the "universals" are what are the "parochials."The lessons of Ufe on Earth in

this connection, particularly in the form of the Burgess shale and the Cambrian

explosion of life, are ambiguous: Stephen Jay Gould's Wonderful Life:The Burgess

dophile Important in Acid Mint Dr.iinage" Sf/ert«, ZS7 (10 March, 2000), [ 796-
1 799. and in thtr same is-

siie Elizabeth I'enri si. "Hardy Microbe Thrives ar pH 0,"pp 171 '-[732 On excresnophiks iii :ht' context

of cht origins of Ufc debtee sec Iris Fr^; 'Ilu- t:fm'rge>ia' of Life an HarikA HiHorUal and ikieiUifii OiK'rview

(Rutgci^ Uaiversity Vreiv New Brunswick,



Sh(j!c and tire iK'Hiurc of Hbhvy and Siiiioii Conway Morris's The Cntciblc of Cre-

ation.Tlw Biirj^es$ Shnk and the Rise oJAuimnis draw very different conclusions about

macroevolution and the role of contingency. Many evolutionary biologists, such

as George Gaylorci Simpson and Ernst Mayr, seeing the great complexity of life

and its evoliirion on the way to human intelligence^ are very skeptical about the

existence of intelligence in the universe-^ Many *istrononiers, seeing die vait uni-

verse and imbued with the Coperniam principle, are less skeptical.

The only way to resolve the dispute over the strong biological universe (short

of interstellar travel) is the Search for Extraterrestrial IntelligeEice, observational

programs that employ radio and optical telescopes to search for artificial sigiTals

from putative civilizations. Needless to say, these programs have had no success

to date. The proponents emphasize rhey have only searched an extremely small

fraction of our own Galaxy, and only at certain frequencies. Still, it is a valid ques-

tion how much longer such observations should continue. The central icon of

SETI is the Drake Equation, a concatenation of astronomical, biological, and so^

cial factors that purports to estimate N, the number of conuiiunicative techno-

Jogical civilizations in the Galaxy. All we can say now is that the number ranges

between one and one hundred million. If the five arguments enumerated earlier

fail short of proof of the weak (microbial) biological universe, they certainly leave

a universe lull of intelligence problematic.

The five ''strongest argumeiiLs" elaborated above are not necessarily strong

in an absolute sense. Lest you think all scientists have adopted the biological uni-

verse you should read Peter Ward and Donald Brownlee s recent book Rare

£tir/fti'.While even dicy agree that mJciobial fife may be common in the universe,

they argue that complex life is extremely rare.^'* Such books offer a proper anti-

77. (i. C- Stinpsoii."Thc Non-Prcvalcnfc of Humanoids" SnVwff, 143 (Ffbriiary 2J , 1964),

E, Mayr.'TiK" ProbabUity ofEMracvrrvscrial Inccllijiou Lifi:," \\\ Edwnrd Kxt'gii,,^.,^:^.., ExiJtitmestriah: Sd-

citte tiiid AUcn Iniflh^ieiuc (Ciiinbridi^t; University' Prvss: Catnbi idi;i;, 19!*^). Sccpht'n Jrty t^tiuld, I'VotiJetful

Ufc {'W,\^- Norton: London .iml New York, lySy); Simon t'oiiu'ay Morris, HiC Cmdbk ojCresthn (Ox-

ford Uiiivt'r^ity Prcs^: Oxftuxl. ryyN), On t\K philosophical muc^ itrc aJio P.iul Davies. /Ijic WeAim?? Phih-

S0{}hktii Utiplicdtions of (hi Dr,sti'iw)' of Extrtitem'slriitt Uji' {iiasic Books.; New York, 1995).

2K. IVtt'r Ward and Donald Bnouiiic*.-, Rflff i\iifih:VVhY Cotttpicx Life h Urict»tm<>ri in itic UMiVt-w (Coper

-

nictis; New York. 2000). Such a landmark skeptical book coincs aJon^ about every <iO years, each milking

use of Lonccinporary sci^ niific .irgiiinciHS. cuch iirpuiiig against the tide of opitijoM, and each therefore

causing a considerable stir In tlijs vt'iii were WiUiain Whcwell's Of tt Piuraiity ofWorldi (London, iK^j^); A,

R.Wa I Lice's Muttj f^iice in fhc UnherJc (London, ii>oj}, ,ind Sir Harold Spencer-Jones Lift' oh Oilu-r H'hrids

(New Ytirk,
1 940), which concluded ( p. 2iSy), th.it "lile dsewhtTf in the universe is therefore the excep-

tion flnd not the rule."



dote CO undue optimism. In my view, the jury is stiU out, and I believe onJy two

conclusions are wjirranted by the evidence at this stage:

1. I fit exists, life beyond Earth will be astonishingly diverse

2. The abundance of extraterrestrial life will be inversely proportional to its

complexity, i.e., microbial life will be more abundant^ intelligent life less abun-

dant.

The definition of"less abundant" is of course the crux of the matter, but it does

not necessarily mean "rare." The present facts take us only as far as Figure 26,

where biological evolution on Earth is seen as grounded in the physical universe,

and biological evolution on other planets is still a series of question marks. We

also need to remember that the anthropic principle points to a multiverse, many

universes, some of which are biological universes and some purely physical uni-

verses, some ofwhich may have many kingdoms, some none (Figure 27}. Finally,

our comparison between astronomy's three kingdoms and biology's three king-

doms has its limits. Although both astronomy and biology are evolutionary sci-

ences, and although it has even been suggested that there may be a "natural se-

lection" of the universes that comprise the multiverse, there is no natural selection

in astronomy's three kingdoms,

I

And so at the end of the twentieth century we are left with two world

views—the physical universe and the biological universe—neither one proven.

Despite the cogency of some of the arguments against extraterrestrial life, the

general populace has been "captured by aliens" in Joel Achenbach's felicitous

phrase. 3^ Why? The reasons are as complex as human behavior. Darwin's de-

fendenX H. Huxley, perhaps articulated a primary reason 150 years ago when he

said, "The question of questions for mankind—the problem which underlies all

others, and is more deeply interesdng than any other—is the ascertainment of

the place which Man occupies in nature and of his relations to the universe of

things."-^' This sentiment explains why we search; more complex reasons must

be invoked for why we hope to find hfe, especially intelligent lite.

29. On the n3:i]ra] selection, of universes, see Lee SmoUn, The Life of the Coitnei {Oxfozd University

Press: Oxford. ^997).

30. Joel Achenbach, Capsiircd byAisem (NewYort; Stnicsn and Schmrer. 1999), shows in lively styjc the

eMent Co which the ideA pervades Western society, espcciaUy in the United States,

5 1, X H, J luxJey, Matt'i Place in Natutt (j S63; reprinr, Ann Arbor, MidiigAn, 1 y? 1), 71.
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Fijiure 26. The terrestrial tree of life is rooted in astronomy's thret kingdoms. Biologi-

cal evolution on other pbnets is still a series of question marks, perhaps che greatest

question marks in the field of astronomy today, If biological evolution is a common

outcome of cosmic evolution, it will constitute a "biological universe"

\ /

Big Biiny Big B'^r^ Big B^ng

The Multiverse

Figure 27. The multiverse. Some universes may exist with more or less kingdoms than

our own, and some may be biological universes and others purely physical universes.
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Whatever the reasons, in pursuit of the biological universe, two great disci^

plines, biology and astronojny—one descriptive and the other mathematical

—

iMive begun the fascinating process of merging at certam points to address an is-

sue of great scientific and cultural importance. NASA, in the form of its Origins

and Astrobiology programs, is the flagship patron of this merger, vvliich enjoys

considerable public support.The passionate nature of the ongoing debate derives

from the fact that much more is at stake than new facts or theories: as in the sev-

enteenth century, two world views now hang in the balance, their fate to be de-

cided in the twenty-first century.We are now weil into ctir" dialogue on the two

chief world systems"

IMPLICATIONS OF THE TWO MODERN WORLD SYSTEMS

Just as the two chief world systems of the 17^^ century had profound implica-

tions for the humamc)^, so too will our modern two chief world systejns. And

the implications of the two world views are very different- If we live in a physi-

cal universe where the ultimate product of cosmic evolution is planets, stars, and

galaxies, it may be human destiny to populate the universe rather than to inter-

act with extraterrestrials. Humanity would eventually become the extraterrestri-

als, It would be the universe of Isaac Asimov's Foundation series rather than the

universe ofArthur C, Clarke s Childhood's End and lotyi :A Space Odyssey.

A biological universe would be considerably more interesting, and perhaps

this is one of the psychological reasons that many favor it. In discussing its im-

plications we must again distinguish the weak from the strong version. By curi-

ous Congressional mandate, NASA's astrobiology program concentrates only on

microbial life. Perhaps we can all agree that the discovery of microbes will have

less effect than the discovery of intelligence. Barring an Andromeda Strain sce-

nario, in the weak biological universe there will be no Close Encounters oftkeThird

Kindf no liHicpendence Day, noiXandno Contact. Any Star Wars will be limited

to humanity's descendants. One might argue that, because even the discovery of

possible Martian fossils raised a great debate at ail levels of society worldwide, so

should the discovery of microbial life. But I believe that the discovery of fossils

or microbes derives much of its impact from the fact that it is the first step on

the road to intelligence, though longer than most people think. It would have

great scientific interest, but might not necessitate the realignment of theologies

I



and world philosophies. Nonetheless, a microbial universe has its own set of con-

sequences; the three fundamental questions in NASA& lastmbiology program (the

origin and evolution of life, the existence of extraterrestrial life, and the future

of life on Earth and beyond) have important cultural implications that social sci-

entists should address. 3-

The problem of the imphcations of the strong biological universe has been

considered in some detail, notably by a NASA team in the early lypos^ and can

be subjected to systematic inquiry. One approach to the impUcations of extra-

terrestrial intelligence has been general historical analogies, especi;iljy physical

culture contacts on Earth, which usually end in disaster. But many consider phys-

ical culture contact unlikely (at least in the form of UFOs if not probes or mi-

croprobes), and in any case it is only one scenario among many that might be

considered. Perhaps more suitable is the analog)^ of the transmission of knowl-

edge from Greece to the Latin West via the Arabs. Such encounters—which his-

torian Arnold Toynbee called "encounters between civilizations in time"—re-

sulted in a renaissance of learning in Europe in the twelfth century, and so offer

quite a different scenario than physical culture contact. -^^

Psychologist Albert Harrison has pioneered another approach to extrater-

restrial contact by applying living systems theory. This also is a kind of analog

approach, relying on a systems theory m which what we know about organisms,

societies and supranational systems on Earth is used to discuss the outer space

analogs of aliens, alien civilizations and the galactic club, h offers the promise of

bringing the social sciences into SETl in a substantive way.^-t

Considering the biological universe as a world view, as we have in this pa-

per, also offers a variety of advantages to the study of implications of contact with

32. Su-venJ, Dick, ''Culninl Aspects orAstrfibrolog\','A Prdmiinary RtLoniiaissance at theTurn of the

MilleitiiHini," 111 K- Meech fltid C. LeManchand, Bioiuirotiomy:A Ncu' Em ifi lite Seart:k for Life in the Uni-

ivrsc, CPiiblications of A.stronomicai Society of the l^icificr Siin Francisco. 2000),

.13. Steven J.
Dick,"Conscqiiciicpi ofSiii:i.V5S in SETL Leisoiii from [he History of Stifnce." in Prof^ntss

in the Sftwfi for Eximtaresiriiil Uji\ G, Seth Shostak. ed. (Ssti Frnncisco, is>'->5), S3i-,S.12. The NASA report

is J. Billingham ei 3I, ^oihif imptiaiikvis of (lie Dctedion oftjii Fj<trtfiincnri\i! Cii^HiZtiSicti (SETl Press; iVloiin-

tain View, C.I I i fori I i,i, 1991;). More recently, the Foundation for the Fiituiie aiso sponsored a Symposium pub-

lished as When SET! Snaecds, AJIcn Touyli, ed., (Fonndarion for the Future: Bellevue, Wjshington, 2000).

3,4, Albert HtXttison, Afltr Ct>tiUict:T}ie Hmsmi Rapoiisi' 10 ExtnterTeslrial Ufc (PIen inn;NewYork. 1997).

On the rok' for social sciences see also A. Harrison,
J,

Dillingham . S. Dick ct al-. 'IncrviijiiTig the Role of

SociaJ Science in SETl," in IVltcn SETl StaceetU, Allen ToDjjli, ed., (FovnidiUion for the Fumre: Bellevue

Wash i nitron. 2000).
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extraterrestrials. First, comparing Like entities we can analyze the reception of past

world views and ask how this might ripply to the reception of the biological uni-

verse, One must always use analogs cautiously, but they are a starting point, and

I have argued elsewhere that aO world views undergo similar stages, ranging from

their first motivation through elaboration, opposition, exploration of implica-

tions, and general acceptance or rejection (Figure 28),^'* Just as the Copernican

Revolution had its Galileo, Kepler and Newton, as well as iLS detractors, so will

the biological universe. Whereas the heliocentric theoi"/ took some 150 years for

widespread acceptance after Copernicus's arguments were presented, paradoxi-

cally we have the curious situation today of widespread acceptance of the bio-

logical uaiverse before any solid evidence has been presented. In this regard, the

exploration of implications is certainly an important stage in the life of any world

view. To take only one, a primary lesson of past world views is that they harbor

uncharted theological implications. The course of theological controversies for

the Copernican theory and for Darwinian evolution, for example, form a rich

literature in the history of science.They have a history already in the context of

the extraterrestrial life debate, and the possibility of a "Cosmotheology" is re-

ceiving increasingly serious attention from scholars.

I

A second advantage of the biological universe as world view is that elements

of the debate make more sense when seen in the context of exploration of im-

plications, I would suggest that UFOs and science fiction are two ways of work-

ing out the biological universe world view in popular culture. Although I do not

see any evidence in favor of the extraterrestrial hypothesis ofUFOs, the idea has

undeniably had a significant impact on popular culture (Figure 29). A recent Life

magazine cover story on "UFOs:Why Do We Beheve?" included a poll showing

that 54 % ofAmericans beheve extraterrestrial intelligence exists, 30% believe the

aliens have visited Earth, and 43% believe UFOs are real, and not imaginary. One

per cent (2.5 million people!) claim to have encountered an alien, but only otie

in five would board an alien spacecraft if invited. As for science fiction, a full

range ofscenarios has been explored with greater or lesser degrees ofintelligence

35. Dick (note 33 above). ^21-^3^.

36. Steven
J.

Dick, ed., Muny f'I^rfrfj:77if Nfw Uniifcnc, E.\tmt€rTcnrial Life, and iheTheohgscid ImpUcations

(Ifempleton Foundacion Press, 2000), including Dick, "Cosmocheology: Theoiogica] InipiicLUions of the

New Univtrse."

37. Cynthia Fox, "The Search for E^trHitcriiestnn] Life." Life Magazine (March. 2000), 46-56; the poll,

taken by Yankelcjvich Parrnera in J.inuary ;ooo, is on p. ji6. For a recent history of the LTO debate see

Curtis Peebles, Watch the Skies'. (Snuthsoman Institution Press; Washington and London, 1994).
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Figure iS, A comparison of stiiges in the development of woridviews.The bioiogicAl

universe is such a worldview, and will follow ?iimilar stages, tlascd oji Steven J. Dick,

*'Consequences of Success in SETI: Lessons from the History of ScicEice," in G. Seth

Shostak, ed- Progress In the Search tor Extraterrestrial Life, Astronomical Society of the

Pacific Conference Series, 74 (r99S), 521-532.

and foresight. H. G. Wells's The War of the Worlds (1898) expressed one stunning

possible outcome of this world view.The works of Olaf Stapledoji and Arthur C.

Clarke, including Star Maker (1937), Last and First Men (1930), Childhood's End

(^953)*^=^^ 200i :A Space Odyacy (196^^) phy out the opposite outcome.The Pol-

ish science fiction author Stanislaw Lem represents yet a third choice: in Solaris

{1961) and His Master's Voice (1968) he argues that we tnay be unable to compre-

hend, much less comtminicate, with extraterrestrials. By the late twentieth cen-

tury these themes had been elaborated iti ever more subtle (and sometimes not so

subtle) form. Maria Doria RusseU's The Sparrow {i<^^6) and Chiidrni of Cod (1998)

raise powerful theological questions in an extraterrestrial context.
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I am synip,Tthetic with Lem s view that extraterrestrijl communication may

be much more challenging than we think. Needless to say, this has important

consequences for SETI searches, hi the final analysis, the problem reduces to a

question of extraterrestrial episteaiology, or ways of knowing. There are 3 cases

in comparative terrestrial^extraterrestrial episcemology: no overlap, partial over-

bp, and complete overhip between human and non-human knowledge (Figure

30). SETI researchers usually assume complete overlap when they search for ar-

tificial transmissions. But with no overlap between human and alien minds, there

would be no communication; with partial overlap the form of communication

might be very different, perhaps mediated by other civilizations J'-* Far from be-

ing an intractable problem, extraterrestrial epistemology should receive more at-

tention in the future.

In closing, [ must say that I am among those who believe that there is such a

thing as progress in science and such things as facts in the world; either we live in

a physical universe or a biological universe, either there are extraterrestrials, or

there are not, and one day we will know.The whole idea of socially constructed

•science in a strong sense of allowing no objective knowledge seems to me to be

extremely unlikely in a purely terrestrial context. There are no Chinese laws of

gmviry, no Islamic laws of thermodynamics, no Egyptian theory of relati vity. Only

one law "works" in nature, and it is to the credit of all humanitv when it is dis-

covered.The universe began in only one way, and we either have knowledge ot it

now, or will in the tiiture. But when applied to extraterrestrial knowledge, social

constructionism in an interspecies sense raises a more profound question: as data

is filtered through many sensory systems^ wiU alien knowledge be the same as hu-

man kno\\''ledge? Do Locke's Esniy on Huimm Vuderstanding^^ Humes Treatise on

HuitiiJ)! Ntitiirc, and Kant's Critique of Ptire Reason apply to extraterrestrials? U not,

in the end there may be many world systems, as many as there are cognitive sys-

tems among extraterrestrials, and some day we may have an Bs^ay on Non-Human

Uudcrstnndiii^i. On the question of objective knowledge, perhaps the social con-

structionists were ahead of their time; a century or millennium from now, perhaps

our descendants will be discussing ''extraterrestrial constructionism!"

38, [^r ;i novel view ot the difficulties of diis problem see fJoiiglas A.Vilcoeli, "The View from a Dis-

tant Star; Clulleiii^ei of Interstelkir jVlessjiii;e-M.iking," Mercury, 2N. no, z (Marcb-ApriJ, iggy)^ 3^32, and

V;>koch,"Con!iiiriie:iiig Messsges to ExrraterTesrrials: An Exoseniiorie Approach ".Hr^j.^jsmnkimjiii, 42, no.

J o- 1 a ( t yys) , 1597-704

Sieved J. Oick." Extra terrestrials and Objective Knowledii5e.'\ibsrrat-t and discussion in VVlien SETI

SMCiViis, AlJen Tough, ^d., (Foinidarion for tJie Future; BeJkvue, Wa-ibington, iooo).



In many ways a strong biological universe is more interesting. We would not

be able to contemplate extraterrestrial epistemology in a universe full of bacte-

ria. Others might be fearful that extraterrestrials would upset their current world

view; they have no need of that hypothesis. Neither did rehgions have a need

for Copernicanism, but they eventually had to adjust, though not without the

tragic episodes of Bruno and GaJUeo, and a long and fruitless battle between sci-

ence and religion. In the end, interest, need, and desire may well serve religion,

but they are no criteria of truth. And although the truth about Galileo's two

chief world systems is now known, the truth of the two modern world systems

remains a mystery. This is precisely my point; that we teeter on the brink of a

new world view that may change everything in its strong version, and a great

deal even in its weak version. Even the disproof of the biological universe may

have its effect,
I

As we stand on the threshold of a new millennium, we may conjecture that

1 ,000 years &om now we will have had our answer to this age-old question. Hu-

manity 3000 will know whether or not it is alone in the universe^at least within

our galaxy. Olaf Stapledon's vision of"Interplanetary Humanity" fifty years ago

will be ejttended to 'interstellar Humanity" in which our philosophy, religion,

and science are much more attuned to the cosmos. By then we will know if we

live in a physical or a biological universe, and we may even have traveled to the

nearest stars-'*° '

1 do not prejudge the outcome of the biological universe debate. But I do

claim that die outcome of that debate will affect our daily lives. Extraterrestrial

hfe is humanity's great secular meditation on the Other. It is a search for the uni-

versal laws of biology as opposed to the elaborate natural history of life on Earth

that we now possess. It is becoming a new wijidow on traditional theological

concerns, as scholars broach the subject of'Cosmotheology." And, if the biolog-

ical universe is proven true in the strong sense I have defined here, it has the po-

tential to become much more than that: the universal system of thought ofwhich

our science, our art, religion, philosophy and history—in short, our knowledge

and belief—are but specific instances of the manifestations of intelligence in the

universe. In short, the biological universe will affect our world view at many lev-

40, Stt;vt:ri
J.

Dit;k,"!iitcrstdlar Humamty," Fittures, iOOO, in press. Ttiis psptr was written for the Foun-

datioTi for che Future, which sponsors studiet on the long-rertn furure of humanity a miUcnniuni hence,

which they collectively dcsjg;[]ate "Humanity jooo."
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els, no less than the geocentric cosmos did for Dante's contemporaries, ajid the

heliocentric cosmos did for G.ilileo's, even though the full scope of the Coper-

ntcan revolution was unfiilfilled chen,nnd remains so today.

WASH1NGT(JN.

MAY 2, 20O0
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